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Fibre wall outlet base splice tray, shuttered, SC/A through
connectors, with cover | White **NBN SKU 10002863**

Product Images

Description

Fibre wall outlet base splice tray, shuttered, SC/A
through connectors, with cover | White  **NBN SKU
10002863**
Introducing the Fibre Wall Outlet Base Splice Tray - your gateway to seamless fiber connectivity for your home or office.
Designed for maximum efficiency and durability, this FTTP wall outlet ensures a reliable connection for your single fiber service.
Equipped with a shuttered SC/A connector and a cover, it not only protects against dust but also serves as a safety measure
against viewing lasers. 

 

Upgrade your fiber connectivity experience with the Fibre Wall Outlet Base Splice Tray. Whether you're a homeowner or a
business professional, this reliable solution ensures optimal performance and longevity, making it a must-have for modern
connectivity needs.
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FEATURES
Full height, snap-on cover for enhanced protection and easy access
Spring-loaded flap to cover connector position when not in use, ensuring dust exclusion and safety
Mounts with standard GPO mounting brackets and modules at 84mm centers, offering versatile installation options
Supplied with a shutter type A/SC through adapter with a ceramic zirconia ferrule, ensuring < 0.1 dB insertion loss
Available in FRHF or polycarbonate material for flexibility and durability
Manages 900 micron fiber or 2mm diameter cords internally, with an MBR of 15mm, ensuring efficient cable
management
Compatible with various premise cables, including 2.4mm, 2.9mm, and 4.8mm nominal diameter cords
Supports fusion splice or mechanical splice between premise cables and fiber pigtail, facilitating field type termination
A/SC connector
Compatible with 3M Onepass Unit fiber for seamless integration
Safety label provided inside the removable cover for added precaution
Able to accept pre-terminated A/SC connectors from rear input, supporting both field terminable and field splice-on
connectors
Can mount on standard GPO style Build-out modules for convenient fiber cord storage
Removable, clip-on cover for ease of access and maintenance
Available as a single unit with an ivory-colored cover, blending seamlessly with your surroundings

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 73mm (W) x 115mm (H) x 18mm (D)
Weight: 60g (Cover alone 22g)
Materials: Plastic
Color: Ivory

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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